Hermes and Dike
The Understanding and Goal
of Platonic Philosophizing

Abstract
The questions of philosophical understanding and justice are essentially interrelated from the very beginnings of the Greek philosophizing. Just as the philosophical hermeneutics or ἑρμηνεία has its prephilosophical origin in the Greek god Hermes, the Platonic understanding of justice (δικαιοσύνη) has it in the goddess Dike. In his ambivalence Hermes thus indicates the possibility of understanding as well as the possibility of misleadance or misuse of understanding, which – in the horizon of Socratic and Platonic philosophy – means the same as lack of understanding. In the Platonic philosophy the cognition and ethical attitude are namely closely related. But if the ethical attitude is understood mostly as righteousness, the latter shouldn’t be understood in the somewhat reduced meaning of accordance of human actions with the state laws; what we have to deal with is the inner accordance and harmony of man and his soul, and this also means the accordance of man with the world he lives in. From this point of view the potential hermeneutical an-archism can once again – this time in another way – be pointed towards the question of anarchism and transposed from the sphere of mere theory into the very being of human life, which is – in the Platonic philosophy – threatened through the question of soul.
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What do Hermes and Dike have in common? If we can say that Hermes points toward hermeneutics, and Dike toward justice, this relationship raises not only the question of the “hermeneutics of justice” but also that of the “justice of hermeneutics”. Hermeneutics is hereby not understood solely as a philosophical strand, originating from the modern biblical exegesis and finding its articulated form in Schleiermacher’s and Gadamer’s outlines of philosophical hermeneutics. Rather, it can be found where Hermes abides, and Hermes is a very old god, since he bears traces of the pre-Homeric world. The endeavor to understand the world is of course older than philosophy itself and at least from Plato onwards we are witnesses of the practice of philosophical interpretation of texts, with the very issue of individual human understanding already being under question. The latter can be reduced to two essential elements, two hermeneutic walls: opinion

1 Plato is the first explicit interpreter of the thoughts of his predecessors, and even poetry. On his explanation of Simonides’ text in his dialogue Protagoras (338 E-347 A) see also Thomas A. Szlezák, Platon lesen, Frommann-Holzboog, Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt 1993, p. 53.
2 Distinctive hindrances in understanding, which are the main obstacles of philosophizing, are perhaps most thoroughly analyzed by Callicles in Plato’s dialogue Gorgias; on this issue see Th. A. Szlezák, Platon lesen, p. 16.
(dóxa) and human character (hēós). Both “stand in the way” of philosophizing – as part of the way and as an obstacle –, both have to be overcome by philosophy, and this overcoming points toward a philosophically transformed (méta koinía) man, a man – and his polis –, who has attained justice (dikaiosúnē), namely the kind of justice which is not only one among the possible “characteristics” but rather bears the meaning of a meaningful structure of the whole. Reaching this is the very goal of philosophy.

Hermeneutics reveals the crucial question of the truth of understanding, which cannot be reduced to Aristotelian ἴστικαί. In the attempt to provide an answer to this question, we should rather rely on the original ancient Greek “conception” and “preconception” of hermeneutics, as revealed through the god Hermes. In the same manner, justice cannot be properly understood from the perspective of its present meaning. The crucial question therefore is, what is the nature of the world as revealed through Hermes and Dike: what are its possibilities and what dangers are there for hermeneutics in Hermes’ hands; what does justice mean, when grounded in the more original meaning of Dike?

Let me first provide some general remarks concerning the problem of understanding Greek gods – although this is probably a theme which would need a separate and more thorough analysis. First of all because our understanding of the word “God” is dominated by Christian thought, and more and more also by an indefinite understanding of this notion today, especially in the way it appears in new-age ideologies and other concepts of “god without god”.

What is most important here is perhaps the insight into the complexity of the relation between mythos and logos in the ancient world; this relation most definitely cannot be reduced to attack against mythos, launched in the name of the Enlightenment. On the contrary, in ancient Greece, philosophy and theology are essentially interrelated, and this doesn’t relate only to the early Greek thought. As Weischedel puts it in the God of Philosophers:

“In the ancient world we must, of course, always distinguish between the polytheistic world of the Olympian gods and the so-called “philosophical god” – on this ground Aristotle, for example, makes a distinction between qeologiā and qeologiikhv which is also the name for his first philosophy. According to Weischedel, the god of philosophy is understood by the first philosophers as the “god of the world (Weltgot);”, and this is most surely not a god of worship and prayer. The ancient Olympian gods, however, also know nothing about revelation and commandments and doctrines; they simply are and appear in their being as the self-revelation of the world. The gods of myth and of Greek poetry descend, according to Pflaumer,

“… from the Greek original experience of nature. They are φυσικοί gods (Physis-Götter).”

We therefore must not and should not understand them as “personification” of certain characteristics we experience in relation to them. We should bear in mind all this, although it is difficult not to speak about a certain Greek god personally, as the form of mythos dictates us.

1. Hermes – god of hermeneutics?

I. Hermes and hermeneia

Arguably, hermeneutics derives its name from the god Hermes (Ἑρμής), who is one of the less appreciated gods among the twelve Olympics. Hermes
is otherwise a very old Greek god and his name appears already on the tablets in the Linear B writing. In public places throughout Greece, one could trace the so-called Ζήμαιεί, columns with phallus, above which stood the bust of Hermes, wherefrom the god probably got his name. Among the earliest sources which tell us something about him and his life, is the fourth Homeric hymn, hymn to Hermes.

This etymological relatedness of hermeneutics and Hermes has also been criticized; some are not ready to acknowledge the Olympian roots of hermeneutics, but prefer to relate Hermes to Hermetism. This connection is undoubtedly legitimate as well, for it holds true that – as Mircea Eliade says in his History of Religious Ideas – “Hermes is one of the few Olympian gods who … will not disappear with the triumph of Christianity”, but experienced – “assimilated to Thoth and Mercurius” – a new rise in Hellenism and later in Renaissance through Corpus Hermeticum, alchemy and Hermetism.

Eliade also mentions that “philosophers identified Hermes with Logos and that Church Fathers compared him with Christ”; in this way, Hermes is placed in the very heart of the origins of European spirit and tradition. Already in the ancient Greek world, the god Hermes was identified with Logos and this identification holds true whether we understand Logos as something that gives sense to what is not understood (seemingly “senseless”) or as the very explanation (gathering the dispersed “non-senses” into sense). It is surely not a coincidence that the Christian mediator between man and the “unknown God” Jesus Christ is also called Logos. The mediating role of Hermes shall be discussed later.

The Greek word Ερμηνεία means explaining, at first more in the sense of mediating messages, of speech communication, and later also making statements and interpreting. In his work On the Way to Language, Heidegger explains Ερμηνεία as “exposition (Darlegen)” which becomes “interpretation (Auslegen)”. It is perhaps also not a coincidence that the Greek word Ερμήνευτικός means something that is “found by chance”, a gift of Hermes, something you find by coincidence – and this connection already implies that hermeneutics doesn’t have much chance to do its work properly, for its horizon includes not only understanding but also the lack of understanding or misunderstanding.

The essential connection is probably to be sought for in the mediatory function performed by Hermes; the mediatory function of language (again – Ερμηνεύτικος) is here undoubtedly fundamental. Hermes as mediator between gods and


4 W. Weischedel, Der Gott der Philosophen, p. 42.

5 This point of view is shared also by Walter F. Otto in the work Theophania. Der Geist der altgriechischen Religion, Rowohlt, Hamburg 1956, p. 84.


7 The “Star of Hermes” or later just “Hermes” was also the Greek name for planet Mercury.


10 Martin Heidegger, Unterwegs zur Sprache (Gesamtausgabe, Vol. 12), Suhrkamp, Frankfurt am Main 1985, p. 115.
men mediates the messages to people and thus already interprets them. The sole repeating of divine words would namely have no effect, since gods talk a different language, as we come to know, for example, from Plato’s *Cratylus*. Hermes “translates” the language of gods into human language, whereby he doesn’t translate only the words themselves, but tells the meaning of the divine message in such a way that can (only) be understandable to people. This also gives him immense power, since the possibilities of manipulation are, so to say, unlimited; it depends on his attitude (ἐξετάζει) alone as to what degree he shall use or misuse them. His activity is related to seizing the right moment, the right opportunity – but for what purpose?

II. “Who” is Hermes?

What, then, are the specific characteristics of Hermes, which could also help us discern the degree of his credibility? As the ancient sources tell us, Hermes was a very controversial and ambivalent “god”. We usually stress his ability of communication: he bears credit for successful conversing with enemies and strangers, whereby he didn’t interpret only their words but also – as we have already mentioned – mediated between gods and mortals; he was the herald of gods, the interpreter (ἡμνημευόντα), whose realm was logos.

Bearing in mind his skilful orations and mastery of logos, we can justifiably relate him to rhetoric and literature. We needn’t specify here in detail what philosophy thinks of rhetoric (and sophistic, which is related to it) as well as of poetry. For Plato, for example, a poet is precisely an interpreter, while rhetoricians are “interpreters of interpreters (ἑκατέρου ἑκατέρας)” (*Ion* 535 A 9).12 Already from this point of view, the predispositions of Hermes are – and this is the least we can say – philosophically suspicious. It is namely clear that logos, understood in this way, is something that can be true or false, as Plato already explains, and as Aristotle later states in his writing *De interpretatione* (*Περὶ ἑμηνσίας*).

Let us try to answer this question by means of some principal activities of Hermes, without pretending to exhaust all of his aspects.

Hermes is always on the way. We sometimes say that he is the god of roads and crossroads. Or if we quote Walter Otto and his work *The Gods of Greece*: “His [that is, Hermes’] way is precisely in that he doesn’t belong to any district, that he has no permanent place, but is always on the way between here and there…” – and Otto continues: “… and as such suddenly joins to somebody who is alone.” He thus reveals himself as the “genius of night”, who at the same time offers man the experience of unfamiliarity as well as of benevolence and intimacy.13 Hermes is “the most human god”, because “no strangeness is strange to him”.14 The state of this “in-between” is the fundamental position of human being, not least the state of “in-between” between wisdom and stupidity, which is the origin of the possibility and need for philosophy.

Man himself is also a being-on-the-way, who searches for the path. To be on (μέτα τοῦ ἡμερὸς) is a question of method, and the guide on this way is Hermes, who is himself a traveler, and at the same time also the *god of method* in all its ambiguity between deliverance and perdition.

Hermes is thus a guide. He can guide souls to the Underworld (he is called ὕπερ τοῦ οἰκτορόος) and also, if necessary, back from it. He guides herds and sometimes takes them into stables. He (mis)guides the loved ones, whether by helping them to stay together or to go apart. As the god who is closest to man,
he is always the first to provide him with help. His realm is not \( \text{p} \text{a} \text{i} \text{d} \text{e} \text{i} \text{a} \), but \( \text{p} \text{a} \text{i} \text{d} \text{a} \text{g} \text{w} \text{g} \text{i} \text{a} \). Hermes is the \text{god of pedagogics as psychagogics}. He puts the awoken to sleep and awakes the sleeping, as Homer puts it in his \text{Iliad} (cf. 24.343) – his medium are dreams.

Hermes is, as we have already mentioned, the messenger or herald of gods. At the same time he is necessarily also the interpreter, if not “the translator” of gods. The thin line between the translator and traitor is often violated unintentionally; talking about Hermes, it can be violated unconsciously, without knowing, or consciously, with a great deal of joy. Hermes is namely also the god of cunning and luck (also financial), which might be derived from this; he is thus also the god of trade and thieves. Walter Otto emphasizes that in Hermes we always have to deal with the relation between profit and loss, which basically belong together. Hermes is characterized by skillfulness, with which he converts things. His role is thus basically related to risk and danger, which accompany any aspiration to learn the “will of gods”, to “understand”.

What is also meaningful is the conflict with Apollo, which he experienced in the first days of his childhood. If philosophy is defined as Apollonian, then their relation can be very meaningful. As soon as he was born, he stole oxen from his brother Apollo and led him on a wrong trail by reversing their traces. Their rivalry is also evident from certain lines in the Homeric hymn to Apollo, where he threatens that he will – if he doesn’t get the same divine rights as Apollo – become the leader of robbers (cf. ll. 173–5). Apollo was appeased only when he got a lyre from Hermes; then he gradually grew fond of him.

All these descriptions notwithstanding, we still haven’t “caught” Hermes: as Eliade emphasizes in the above-mentioned work, his attributes were subjected to constant reinterpreting\(^{15}\) – we could also say that Hermes himself was the victim of his own “hermeneutics”.

### III. Truth and hermeneutics

Within the framework of philosophy, hermeneutics can imply several things, depending on the historical aspect as well as on the aspect of its contents, with the horizon of understanding of Hermes being extremely wide. On the internet, for example, we can find an article written by Bill Crouse who recognizes the contemporary cult of Hermes even in postmodernism and deconstruction. He sees its nihilistic consequences in daily life as a denial “of the objective reality, the possibility of knowledge, the individual identity of man, the possibility of moral decision-making and the ultimate meaning of words, i.e. we al-

\(^{11}\) For a more detailed discussion of this issue, see Franci Zore, \text{Početak i smisao metafizičkih pitanja. Studije o povijesti grčke filozofije}, Demetra, Zagreb 2006, p. 85 ff.


\(^{13}\) Walter F. Otto, \text{Die Götter Griechenlands. Das Bild des Göttlichen im Spiegel des grie-}

\(^{14}\) D. Komel, “Hermenevtični eros”, pp. 75–76.

\(^{15}\) Cf. M. Eliade, \text{A History of Religious Ideas}, p. 276.
ways need an interpreter of messages”, However one-sided this judgment of the “cult of Hermes” may seem to us and regardless of how we may value it, these characteristics of the modern world are in definite relation to Hermes. Hermes is undoubtedly the god of hermeneutics in that he offers man the experience of understanding and misunderstanding as well as of constant converting of one into the other. He questions everything he represents: method, psychagogics and finally hermeneutics itself, as he demonstrates the heterogeneous consequences of all its interventions. Through Hermes we become aware of the limitations – for example – of the project of the Enlightenment and of the so-called “cunning of reason (List der Vernunft)”. Hermes tells us that we are “in-between” and that we should act accordingly. Sooner or later he can take the method, which he kindly offered to us, away to his stables. In other words, Hermes shows us the dangers inherent to hermeneutics, dangers which can turn it against itself or its basic intention – hermeneutics can thus easily convert into the principle of “anything goes” as well as into the oblivion of its own involvement in the “hermeneutic circle”.

This clearly points to the danger inherent in the lack of the basic adequacy of hermeneutics in itself. Hermes can easily survive with either philosophy or anti-philosophy. Only a “corrective” can place hermeneutics in the field of philosophy, a corrective which Plato recognizes in the fundamental striving for “justice”. It is perhaps only the latter that makes hermeneutics truly philosophical. However, the role of Dike is in this sense even less self-evident than the role of Hermes – it is probably even more difficult to answer the question as to what “justice” is.

2. Justice (dikaiosu̱n̽h) as the goal of philosophy

Nowadays it is extremely difficult to talk about justice in general and justice by Plato, since we are overwhelmed by modern meanings of these words, which seem to be in inflationary use in everyday public speech. Therefore I think that special attention should be paid to ancient Greek understanding of justice in general – only on this basis we can start talking about Plato’s understanding of justice in particular. If the insight into the pre-Platonic understanding and the original meanings of words is of utmost importance here, we also shouldn’t ignore the fact as to how these meanings are preserved in Platonic tradition, and this is the very reason why we should also introduce Proclus’ texts here.

The name of the Greek goddess Dike (Di̱v̱h) is closely related to the notion dikaiosu̱n̽h and other related words (for example τὸ; dikaiō̱n), which represent some of the key concepts for understanding of the Platonic philosophy, especially if we don’t approach it from the viewpoint of “pure theory” but from the viewpoint of striving for the comprehension of man and human soul (yuchy and its formation (paideia̱)). Saying that Dike is Justice and dikaiosu̱n̽h righteousness simply doesn’t suffice, since these words themselves don’t tell us what is the meaning of justice and righteousness in Greek mythical or philosophical understanding.

On the other hand it can also be of help to our contemporary treatment of these problems, if we are aware of the origin of the above mentioned notions and are therefore able to understand them in a broader sense than they are used nowadays – when they tend to be reduced and empty, although expressions like “human rights” gain exceptional dimensions in the “political” discourse (which of course totally evades the original sense of the political). The politi-
cal discourse is namely also closely related to the meaning of δικαιοσύνη as the possibility of “political being”, i.e. of people living in a community (πολίτης).

I. The Greek goddess Dike and her district

Let us first take at the early Greek context in which appears the goddess Dike, who is known as the goddess of “justice”. The fact that she is Zeus’ daughter, places her extremely high in the hierarchy of Greek μορφά. As Gadamer puts it: “Zeus as the father of gods and men is at the same time the master of rights (der Walter des Rechts).” But this relation is not only of principal nature. According to Orpheus, Dike sits next to Zeus’ throne and arranges all human affairs – Δικήν [...] Πρεσβείαν παρά τόν θρόνον Διός γρόμον ἐγκαθιστά; Καθαρρέων γαμήλεια τά τών ἀνδρῶν ἐπιδεικνύει. Her activity, however, is not limited only to the human race. In Odyssey, for example, Homer makes distinction between “justice of the gods” (δίκην ἐγκαθιστά) and “justice of the mortals” (δίκην βρότων) – so there is “justice” for mortals as well as for gods. The gods are not exempted from Dike; in their own way they too are obliged to it. Dike reveals justice to mortals, but at the same time she also protects justice, which means that she has two roles: on one hand she brings enlightenment, and on the other hand she punishes or provides retribution for injustice. Dike thus implies the feeling or the sense of justice and its meaning for human being and society. Her mother is Themis and the ancient image of “law” is expressed precisely by these two deities: Themis and Dike. It is no coincidence that they appear together in one of the key scenes of the proem to Parmenides’ poem: επέλευσεν οἱ τοις μὸνας κακῆς προβάτευμεν νεοκατεύνη τό θυσίαν θεοθυσίαν ἐκτό μὲν παύεται εἴστιμ, ἀλλὰ κακοὶ ἔποιεσαν δικήν τε.
“No ill fate has sent you to travel this road – far indeed does it lie from the steps of the man – but right and justice.”

Themis and Dike are the goddesses who sent the author on the way to find out the truth, whereby Dike holds the keys that open the doors of Night and Day. They are also music lovers and choreographers. In a certain sense this holds true also for those who seem to be connected with the sphere of the “law”. Hesiod, besides Dike, mentions in Theogony as the other two daughters of Zeus and Themis also Eunomia (Legislation) and Eirene (Peace); at the same time he stresses their concern for the mortals:

deu ter on hīga geto li par h n Qem in, ht enen Wr a ~, 
 Eujnomivh n te Di kh n te kai; Ej hhn te eqal ui an, 
a i { tÆ ef geÆwreu wus i kataq nthoi sider t o i si. 26

“Next he married bright Themis who bore the Horae (Hours), and Eunomia (Order), Dike (Justice), and blooming Eirene (Peace), who mind the works of mortal men.”

According to other sources, Horae also express life and growth; in the Attic cult, for example, there exist Thallo (Qal l wv Blossom), Auxo (Aû k wv Growth) and Carpo (Karp wv Fruits).

But here, of course, we cannot speak about natural order separately from the legal order, since this division of the natural (fûseî) and the posited or “stated” (qevsei, novmw) is of a much later origin. As well as – in the early Greek thought – fûseî implies beings as the whole and not just one of its segments, the order itself is cosmic order or the order of the whole. In this sense also the meaning of the goddess Dike, i.e. the meaning of “justice” can only be related to the whole.

II. The meaning of the Greek words for righteousness

The lexical meaning of the words dikh, dikaios uhn and dikaios~ directs us – the way we are already used to in studying the meaning of Greek words – in very different ways which sometimes at a first glance (or in a certain way) mutually almost exclude one another. Dikaios~, for example, thus means “observer of custom or rule” and later “equal, even, well-balanced”, while dikh means “custom, usage”, “order, right”, “judgment”, “lawsuit”. In the everyday, non-philosophical context it is not difficult to choose the appropriate meaning, yet there remains the question as to what is the common foundation of these meanings.

The Greek word dikh is most likely etymologically related to the verb deik-numi, which means “I show, I denote”. But this doesn’t tell us enough; the question remains in what sense is Dike “deictic” – or maybe even “apodeictic”? Dikh can, for example, be something that has shown itself as fate (appropriate share), manner, custom (what is habitual), justice (what is right) and judgment (in accordance with justice). In this context, we can also say that we are dealing with the ancient “philosophy of law” – of course not in the present-day reduced meaning, but in the broader, so to say cosmic meaning which answers the question: “what is right” and “what it means to be right”.

“Themis and Dike are the goddesses who sent the author on the way to find out the truth, whereby Dike holds the keys that open the doors of Night and Day. In a certain sense this holds true also for those who seem to be connected with the sphere of the “law”. Hesiod, besides Dike, mentions in Theogony as the other two daughters of Zeus and Themis also Eunomia (Legislation) and Eirene (Peace); at the same time he stresses their concern for the mortals: deuter on hīga geto liparh n Qewn in, h)tenen Wra ~, Eujnomi̇n te Dikh n te kai; Ej̇hun te eqalui̇n, a i̇tÆ ef geÆwrewnusi kataqnhtoisib erotois i.”
The original meaning, prior to any “application”, can be found in the context of early Greek thought, for example in Anaximander, Parmenides and Heraclitus.

In his famous fragment Anaximander says that

“… the source of coming-to-be for existing things is that into which destruction, too, happens, ‘according to necessity; for they pay penalty and retribution to each other for their injustice according to the assessment of Time’”, kate; to; crew; didowai gar aya; dikhn kai; ti'w in ajlikw o; th' ajlikw k.; kata; th' tou' crouwou tawin (DK 12 B 1).

To translate dikhn didowai with “pay penalty” is of course formally correct, but it largely expresses the later understanding of justice and its “retribution” (penalty) as the principle of restoring the order (fuvsi~). However, as Heidegger says in his Introduction to Metaphysics, dikhn here implies denoting itself as denoting the accordance or the accordance itself (Fug), understood firstly in the meaning of contact (Fuge) and being in accordance (Gefüge) and then as the process of bringing into accordance (Fügung). Although we can’t afford to go into a deeper analysis of this fragment, it is possible – from what has been said above – to anticipate the meaning which relates Anaximander to the understanding of dikhn in Greek muqo~.


25 See DK 28 B 1, 11–14. – More about this later.


27 English translation by Hugh G. Evelyn-White.

28 Pausanias (9.35.2) for example reports: to; gar th Karpou ekgin ouj; Caivto ajli; a; Wra o; ohom th/de; a rwa/tw; Wrwh ne; mouin j; mou/th; P androw/tima; ajli; ansoi, Qal; wth; geon ohomawente.

“Carpo is the name, not of a Grace, but of a Season. The other Season is worshipped together with Pandrosus by the Athenians, who call the goddess Thallo” (English translation by W. H. S. Jones and H. A. Ormerod).

29 For the distinction between the natural and the posted see Felix Heinimann, Nomos und Physis. Herkunft und Bedeutung einer Anti these im griechischen Denken des 5. Jahrhunderts, Reinhart, Basel 1965.

30 “The Greek essence of truth is possible only along with the Greek essence of being as fuvsi~.” Martin Heidegger, Einführung in die Metaphysik (Gesamtausgabe, Vol. 40), Suhrkamp, Frankfurt am Main 1983, p. 109.


33 See V. P. Vlachou, Lexikov rhmavtwn th Ar; caivw Ellhnikhv glwssa~, Athens 1989, p. 161.


36 Martin Heidegger, Einführung in die Metaphysik (Gesamtausgabe, Vol.40), Suhrkamp, Frankfurt am Main 1983, p. 169.
As we have already mentioned, the goddess Dike plays one of the key roles in Parmenides’ poem, where – together with Themis – she is the guide on the path towards the Truth.\textsuperscript{37} Dike also possesses the keys of day and night and guards their “door”.\textsuperscript{38} D\textit{ik}h here also means, according to Heidegger, the accord, “the overwhelming accordance”.\textsuperscript{39} Only through the “door” of the goddess Dike leads the path to the Truth: only the accord of night and day is the path to the goddess Aletheia, which reveals to Parmenides the possible ways of experiencing being. Here we are not faced only with the thought of the ethical dimension as the preliminary condition of the act of knowledge – the thought we can also meet by Plato – but rather with the thought of the adequate cosmic situatedness of the one who gets to know something.

By Heraclitus, Dike, with the help of Erinyes, holds measure to the Sun: Ἡλίον γὰρ οὐκ ὑπερβαίνει μετά, εἰ δὲ μὴν Δικήν ἐπιλέγοι τε ἔκειρηθέντα. “Sun will not overstep this measures; otherwise the Erinyes, ministers of Justice, will find him out.” (DK 22 B 94)\textsuperscript{40} The emphasis is here placed on the cosmic measure Dike takes care of, but at the same time on the way of retribution; this is taken care of by the Erinyes, known as the goddesses of punishment and revenge. I think, however, that even in this case penalty should be understood in the sense of restoring the accord – the sense that is indicated precisely by the cosmological context of the Heraclitus’ saying.

The meaning of the Greek word δικαιοσύνη is related to the sphere of the Greek goddess Dike, and it means first of all an “attitude” that takes Dike into account. “Δικαιοσύνη is both perception and application of δική”.\textsuperscript{41} It thus unites in itself the simultaneity of cognition and action. The word δικαιοσύνη is pronouncedly philosophical: beside Plato, it is broadly used by Isocrates and Xenophon (also within the “Socratic” context) and later by Aristotle, Chrysippus and Philo of Alexandria, and after, of course, by Neo-Platonic philosophers.

From the adjective δικαίος derives also the expression τὸ δικαίον, which expresses virtue and is often used synonymously with δικαιοσύνη. Here we have to deal with a very broad understanding of the word, just as in the case of δική; Gadamer, for example, says:

“‘Dikaios’ doesn’t imply only what we name righteous, but also honesty, propriety, fairness etc.”\textsuperscript{42}

The connection of key terms related to justice and even to the notion of the Good can also be found in the first elegy of Theognis from 6th century BC, where he writes to Kyrnos:

ἐν δὲ δικαιοσύνῃ συλλομμένον πασὶ ἀρετῇ ἀει, πάς δὲν ἀει ἀγανικό, Κῦρνο, δικαίον ἐγὼ.

“Righteousness containeth the sum of all virtue; and every righteous man, Kyrnos, is good.”\textsuperscript{43}

Although the Greek elegy transfers us to another – pre-philosophical – level, we can find already here the basic relations between δικαιοσύνη, ἀρετή δικαίος and ἀγανικό – the relations we shall later meet by Plato, which reveals us a lot about Plato’s basic attitude.

### III. Platonic “justice”

As far as Plato’s philosophy is concerned, even in this case a lot of elements suggest that the Platonic break with the early Greek thought and μορφή is not
so complete as it sometimes seems; it is definitely totally inadequate to read our notional conceptions into Platonic philosophy. Among numerous notations I would like to, first of all, emphasize two which are – in my opinion – of crucial importance not only for the understanding of Plato’s view on díke and dikaiosúnê, but also of his view on man and the world. The first is the all-embracing character of justice, since it refers to the virtue of the soul as well as to the virtue of polis and cosmos. The other implies the fact that Plato preserves the connection of the meaning of dikaiosúnê with accordance and harmony.

The highest Platonic virtue dikaiosúnê means beside justice also justifiability and rightness. Dikaiosúnê is the attitude of reaching what is right. It is the real qualification of the soul or of polis as a whole, that is to say, the qualification and adjustment of all their parts in inner harmony. Plato speaks about ἕλπις and σύμφωνα of the parts of the soul: ‘‘And again, was he not sober by reason of the friendship and concord of these same parts, when, namely, the ruling principle and its two subjects are at one in the belief that the reason ought to rule, and do not raise faction against it?’ ‘The virtue of soberness certainly,’ said he, ‘is nothing else than this, whether in a city or an individual.’ ‘But surely, now, a man is just by that which and in the way we have so often described.’ ‘That is altogether necessary.’’’ (R. 442 C 10 – D 6)

“Sober” or “prudent” is the man whose three parts of the soul are in friendship and symphony with each other – which also means that the ruling part is in accordance with the ruled ones. This holds true for individual as well as for community, and it doesn’t refer only to prudence, but also to justice. The soul attains friendship and harmony when every part of it performs its function; just as the same state is attained in polis when every social class performs its work. Goodness of justice is therefore not in denying the other, lower parts of the soul or polis, but in placing them on the right position in mutual accordance and harmony. Thus the soul reaches the state called ἐυξαίειν. In this
sense dikaiosunh is also virtue as the whole or the “whole virtue” (pasa ajetwy). The cosmic aspect of dikaiosunh, as is suggested by the mythical understanding of Dike, is also preserved by Plato, of course within the framework of his cosmology, which is placed in the horizon of the analogy between micro- and macrocosmos. Plato, for example, says in the Laws that god “is always accompanied by Dike, who punishes those who don’t listen to divine law”, tw de aj; sunpe etai diwh twh apoleipomewwn twou seiqou nomou timwrov (Lg. 716 A 2–3). Proclus equates this god with Plato’s Demiurg, adding in his Platonic Theology that Demiurg “arranges and adorns by justice all celestial and sublunary natures” – paunta thh Dikh/ tayte ourania kai; ta; upo; selhwh, diakosunwh (Theol. Plat. 5.89). The relationship between cosmological and ethical aspect is undoubtedly evident again: the beautiful order of the world (kowmo) includes also man as part of the world.

Understanding dikaiosunh as symphony implies also the “punitive” – or, better said, “cathartic” – function of dikwh and dikaiosunwh; Plato thus in Phaidon says that justice and virtue are a kind of kagarsiw Punification: to; de ajhqey twh ohti hikh kagarsiw taw tongoutwpan paumyn, [sc. fownw, hponwh ktl.] kai; khjswhk frouswuk kai; hikh dikaiosunwh kai; andrewh, kai; auhy; hjsfroumhsiw mh; kagarmow tihwy “but truth is in fact a purification from all these things [sc. pleasures and fears], and self-restraint and justice and courage and wisdom itself are a kind of purification” (Phd. 69 B 8-3). Purification is the reestablishment of symphony, whereby, of course, dikaiosunh as pasa ajetwh has a distinguished meaning among other virtues. Several centuries later, Proclus writes in his Platonic Theology: kagartiwh; men thw ehyucai ponhria hwh Dikh, “justice purifies souls from depravity” (Theol. Plat. 1.86.24–25). The contents and the meaning of “punishment” or “retribution” (which are also the possible lexical meanings of dikwh) is “catharsis” or purification as reestablishment of accordance and harmony, filling up the deficiencies of ponhria.

If we understand the “Good” of Plato’s to; aqavwh as any good, good in every sense and first of all as “what is qualified and what qualifies for something”; then we can clearly see the essential connection between to; aqavwh and ajetwy first of all dikaiosunwh. In this sense, the Good and Justice, understood in the above meaning, are first of all integral and originally ontological categories; they become ethical only in the derivative sense, in relation to the “good” and “just” being as the way of human being. Cognition of the Good enables the one who gets to know it to bring the soul (or polis) to to; dikaion.

In spite of certain changes that take place in Greek philosophy in the next centuries, the basic understanding is preserved until the late-antique Neo-Platonism, as we have already demonstrated in some cases. As far as this is concerned, we can find instructive insights in Proclus’ treatment of Horae at the very end of the ancient Greek philosophy. In his Commentary on Plato’s Timaeus, he says that the daughters of Themis, “from which the whole order arises (afh pasaw tawiy)”, are responsible for the following spheres: Eirene for arithmetic (ajiqmtikwy – as the order of sublunar elements –, Eunomia for geometry (gewmetricly – as the cosmic order – and Dike for harmony (ajmonikhy – as the order of spheres, of their movement and intervals. What is especially significant here is the connection between Dike and the art of harmony and “music” with all the dimensions of the Greek understanding of ajmonia and mousikhy.
If the contents of human virtue (ἀρετή) is what makes the man what he is, and if justice (δικαιοσύνη) is – in a certain sense – the virtue of all virtues, then the question of justice touches the very essence of man in all of his manifest potentials, from individual to social ones. It is the question of the meaning of man, and it includes – from the viewpoint of philosophical disciplines – all the aspects from ontological to ethical and political, from cognitive to “poetical” (ποιητική) and aesthetical. In this sense we have to deal with a question which is always up-to-date and which leaves us without an unanimous and final answer; it is the question which forms the basis of the concept of philosophy as φιλοσοφία. At the same time this is one of the questions which offer most false, doxiastic answers; these answers result in the modern confusion of man, the confusion which has nowadays become practically an axiom, while dehumanization of man and his world – because of the loss of the metaphysical sense – has become the modern “ἀρετή”. The antimetaphysical pogrom of the contemporary nihilism – that is to say, of the perverted metaphysics – recognizes neither its own perverted “ontological” nor the genuine metaphysics which is, still unachieved, perverted into its own negativity; before it gets unconcealed, it already conceals itself. Not into nothing, but into nothingness of its own becoming a doxa.52

Speaking about justice and righteousness is thus nowadays problematic for several reasons. The connotative fields of these words are – from the viewpoint of genuine metaphysics – totally perverted, reduced, replaced. The introduction of newer, more genuine meanings of words – following Heidegger’s etymologizations and hermeneutic readings of history of philosophy through the history of concepts – enables first of all the destruction of prejudices, and to a lesser degree also a new insight into the problem; the very “game” of destruction and construction can namely be meaningful only as philosophical dialogue in the Platonic sense and is separated from its non-philosophical or


See For example Lg. 630 E 2, 899 B 6 and La. 199 E 4 (συμπάσα αρετή rather than μορίων αρετή). Such understanding can be traced also in Aristotle: αυθή μεν ου δικαιοσύνη ου μερο- αρετή αλλ’ Εοθη αρετησυντίν (EN 1130 a 8–9).


48 English translation by H. N. Fowler.

49 English translation: Proclus, (The Theology of Plato, translated by Th. Taylor, 1999) p. 102. – Proclus makes a distinction between purification of the soul and purification of the body; Dike refers only to the former: κακαρτική; δε; η’ εγ’ σωμασίν αλλ’ ταξί- γεών, “but another order of gods purifies from the depravity which is in bodies” (ibid.).

sophistical “relative” by a thin, though essential line. The question is, moreover, whether – and to what degree – we are able to “get through” the hermeneutical circle which is placed in front of us from the viewpoint of the basic problem of ethics: we find ourselves within the präxi~ which presupposes knowing of αρετη δικαιοςωμη etc., already in the moment we only start asking ourselves what this is at all. The oblivion of this question solves the problem only seemingly; it doesn’t transcend it, but leaves behind the emptiness, which becomes the home of various ideologies, instead of logos about ideas.

The analysis of early Greek understanding and meaning of the words from the semantic field of “justice” has shown that justice is here inseparably connected with cosmic harmony, with musical order (sym-phony, συμφωνια) and “friendship” (φιλια), which is thus essential for the very notion of philosophy. All these elements are also preserved by Plato and – after him – Platonism. In Plato himself it is generally impossible to speak about singular philosophical disciplines (ethics, aesthetics etc.) out of their basic connection with his ontology, and the same undoubtedly holds true for his “philosophy of justice”. In this sense, righteousness cannot be something optional, something that exists or doesn’t exist, but is something that interferes with the basic “construction” of man and the community in which he lives. As far as this is concerned, the loss of righteousness is in itself a “punishment”, for it means the loss of balance and the state of “stress” which are reflected in the later Hellenism and its aspiration for αριστερα. The latter is – on the personal as well as “social” and cosmic level – implied already in Platonic δικαιοσωμη.

The claim for philosophy was in its beginnings meant as an “eternal” claim, or to be more precise: as the eternal task of man if he is to be man in the most sublime meaning of the word. But in the meanwhile – as early as in the very beginning – many a thing intruded into philosophy or stole into it under the name of philosophy. This problem accompanies philosophy from the very beginning: distinguishing between the genuine philosophy and what is only called that way. This is what Plato speaks about when he makes distinction between philosophers and the “actors” of wisdom and (μιμητων των οφτων, “the imitator of beings”, Sph. 235 A 1, and μιμητων των οφτων; “the imitator of wisdom”, ibid. 268 B 1) or non-philosophers (οι μηθοι, Φιλοσοφοι, Ti., 47 B 4) or what Aristotle has in mind when he discerns between philosophers on one side and “dialecicians” and sophists on the other: σμηνιων δε οι γαι διαλεκτικοι; και σοφισται; to αυτο; men upouduentai schma των μηθοι και των σοφιστων; διαλεκτικοι και σοφισται (Metaph. G 2, 1004 b 18). Philosophy “tends” – in its own reduction – to be transformed into what is not of its own (for example into philology, science or physics, sophistry, historiography or doxography, mysticism), without even noticing it or wishing at least to seclare its status of non-philosophy or anti-philosophy. How to endure the tension between freedom and meaning, how to avoid the self-abolishment of philosophy through interpretation? What can Hermes still tell us from the viewpoint of Dike, without being forced to renounce himself?

In himself, Hermes is an “anarchist”. In other words: if hermeneutics has no guidance, it can lead to arbitrary particularizations. However, is it possible at all, that it be without guidance? Is it not, in this case, that its “hidden” guidance is the very arbitrariness? Is it not that its αρχικα is precisely αριστερα? And on the other hand, can guidance be something arbitrary at all? For although the guidance is arbitrariness, it is not arbitrary in itself. To what extent can an “ungenuine” guidance be chosen as guidance? Or is it something else that is the matter of choice – as in Parmenides: η σιαν εστιν η νουκ εστιν, “it is or it is not” (DK 28 B 8, 16) –, while the issue of αριστερα still remains the decisive issue of philosophy?
Guidance of course calls for certain criteria. The problem is not only the absence of criteria; it is rather that criterion, nihilistically understood, is precisely non-criterion. In this sense, it is possible to talk about the “right”, “genuine” αρχή but also about the untrue, false viz. perverted “αρχή. The latter of course also justifies anarchism as the struggle against the false or self-proclaimed αρμοσικThe criterion of “genuineness” is the truth, but the question as to what truth is remains ambivalent. On the one side it is a Parmenidean-Platonic dilemma, which demands decision for or against philosophy, and on the other side it is a Pilatean question which tends to avoid the answer.

Virtues, and among them especially justice, mean “divine goods” (cf. Plato, Lg. 631 C-D), while the “amicable” and “non-prominent” Hermes in his ambiguity of night and day, which go together, stands for the world in its entirety. It is for this reason that he can bring Persephone from the underworld, that he can give Odysseus the magic herb, which protects him from Circe (cf. Od. 10, 302). Both Hermes and Dike – each in their own way – point toward harmony, whereas “harmonization” also implies a shift, a turn – it is always “to someone’s detriment”. As Heraclitus would put it: αρματοι ζητοι αρματοι, αρματοι ζω’ντε τον αρματον, τον de; αρματον bion teqnew`te~, “immortal mortals, mortal immortals, living their death and dying their life” (DK 22 B 62).

In Plato all the formulations which usually prove difficulties for interpreters in evaluating the “seriousness” of dialogues or their specific parts, indirectly referring to “Hermes”. These are expressions such as practice (gumnasia) and play (paidia), and also the question of the reach of “Socratic” irony (eijrwneiva). Excessive emphasis of these elements may result in an impression that Plato is interested only in dialectics as an empty method, or even in “negative dialectics”. Herein, however, lies hidden Hermes’ trickery: acutely serious, “existentially” crucial questions – and these are undoubtedly the questions related to Dike and the Good – can be discussed from various viewpoints and on different levels. On a certain level, the element of play cannot be missing, particularly because philosophy is not only about – as Plato knows very well (cf. Phdr. 277 B 5-C 7) – knowing the truth of the matter (tov te αρχης εκαστων), but also about the knowledge of the nature of souls (periv te yuch~ fuvsew~) which he addresses. In this respect Hermes’ skillfulness is irreplaceable: “the heremeneut is to be compared to the messenger-god Hermes, bearing the tidings of the gods to men. By the tidings of the gods Heidegger means the various epochal destinies, the configurations which are given to Being, in the diverse epochs of Being. The heremeneut is one who can read and interpret (auslegen) and then present (darlegen) those destinies, understanding them as destinies.”
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Razumijevanje i cilj platoničkog filozofiranja

Sažetak
Pitanja filozofskog razumijevanja i pravednosti bitno su povezana od samih početaka grčkog filozofiranja. Baš kao što filozofska heremenutika ili ἁγμενεῖα ima svoj pretfilozofski izvor u grčkom bogu Hermesu, platoničko razumijevanje pravednosti (δίκαιοσύνε) ima ga u božici Dike. U svojoj ambivalentnosti Hermes tako naznačuje mogućnost razumijevanja kao i mogućnost zavođenja ili zloupotrebe razumijevanja, koje – u horizontu sokratičke i platoničke filozofije – znači zapravo nedostatak razumijevanja. U platoničkoj filozofiji, naime, spoznaja i etički stav blisko su povezani. Ali ako se taj etički stav ponajveća razumije kao pravičnost, potonja se ne smije razumjeti u ponešto reduciranim značenju slaganja ljudskih djelovanja s državnim zakonima; ono čime se trebamo buviti jest unutarnje slaganje i harmonija čovjeka i njegove duše, a što također znači slaganje čovjeka sa svjetom u kojemu živi. S tog gledišta, potencijalni hermeneutički ‘an-archizam’ može se ponovno – ovoga puta drukčije – usmjeriti prema pitanju ajrhv i transponirati iz sfere puke teorije u samo biće ljudskoga života, koje se – u platoničkoj filozofiji – tretira kroz pitanje o duši.
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Hermes und Dike

Verständnis und Ziel des platonischen Denkens

Zusammenfassung

Schlüsselbegriffe
Griechische Philosophie, Platonismus, Gerechtigkeit, Verständnis, Hermeneutik
Compréhension et finalité de la philosophie platonicienne

Résumé
La question de la compréhension philosophique et celle de la justice sont intrinsèquement liées depuis les débuts de la philosophie grecque. La compréhension platonicienne de la justice tire son origine pré-philosophique de la déesse Diké, tout comme l’herméneutique tire la sienne du dieu grec Hermès. L’ambivalence d’Hermès implique la possibilité de comprendre mais aussi la possibilité de séduire ou d’abuser de cette compréhension, ce qui, dans l’horizon de la philosophie socratique et platonicienne, signifie en fait un défaut de compréhension. Dans la philosophie platonicienne, la connaissance et la position éthique sont intimement liées. Si cette position éthique s’entend comme la justice, celle-ci ne doit pas être entendue dans le sens, quelque peu réducteur, d’une harmonie entre les actions de l’homme et les lois de l’État. Nous devrions plutôt nous occuper de l’harmonie intérieure de l’homme et de son âme, ce qui signifie en même temps l’harmonie entre l’homme et le monde dans lequel il vit. De ce point de vue, « l’an-archisme » herméneutique potentiel peut s’orienter d’une nouvelle façon cette fois-ci, vers la question de l’archè et se transposer d’une simple théorie en existence même de la vie humaine, traitée dans la philosophie platonicienne à travers la question de l’âme.
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